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Student governments challenge state
by Peter Gore
11.-,:m7.--_,:-.,,•Staft. Writer
•
The University of Maine Organiza-
tion of Student Governments is
standing by its decision not to comply
with state law requiring it to submit
nominations to the governor's office
for a voting student representative on
the Board of Trustees.
But both 
 
 -chairman,'.."...'4...1 
Rodney Labbe,- and Golf: Joseph
Brennan's press secretary, David
Cheevers, said a compromise is
forthcoming. The details of this
compromise have not yet been agreed
upon.
UMOSG, comprised of the student
government vice president and a BOT
representative from each of the
university campuses, voted not - to--
comply with the law in July:
The controversy began in February,
1983 when Rep. James Handy of
Lewiston introduced bill LD29 to the
state legislature. The purpose of the
bill is to place one student on the BOT
as a voting member.
Communique
Thursday, Sept. 8
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Art Print Sale. FFA
Room, Union.
9 a.m. University Supervisors'
Advisory Council Meeting. North
Lown Room, Union.
9 a.m. Jewish High Holy Day
Services for Rosh Hashanah.
Temple Israel, _Old Town. For
transportation, contact UMO Hillel
directors Lianne Harris, 866-2456 or
Avis Smith, 581-3746.
10 a.m. & 3 p.m. Student
Employment Information Session.
Office of Career Planning and
Placement, Wingate Hall.
(cont. on page 10)
Labbe said at that time-
UMOSG was just beginning to
reorganize after being dormant sin
1980. He said UMOSG discovered it
was into the bill as a nomina mg
agency and was to submi its
candidates for the BOT to Bre nan.
"We had no idea, we had ot been
conferred with, or consult-., we just
happened to discover it," abbe said.
Labbe said UMOSG as pleased a
voting student mem r would be on
the BOT, but decid d to investigate
any repercussions 1e bill might have.
Labbe said UM(ZiSG's initial concern
was that the seven non-voting student
representatives on the BOT would be
eliminated. It later was told only the
BOT held this power, not the
legislature.
Labbe said the real problems
UMOSG found in the bill were in three
areas.
First, UMOSG said the bill
discriminated against students taking
less than 12 credits hours by making
them ineligible for nominations;
0,Linseott photo)
second, out-of-state residents at any Freshley, and the six other student
Maine campus were not eligible; government presidents were recently
finally, only five students could be replaced by their vice presidents as
nominated. /Since there are seven —UMOSG representatives. This was a
campuses, 7tvo would be left out. - result of a UMOSG constitutional
change.Labbe aid due to these reasons,
UMOS unanimously opposed the bill
at its pril 16 meeting.
In Yune the bill was signed into law.
On /July 16 an emergency UMOSG
m ting was held in Orono. By a 7-2
vteF UMOSG decided not to comply
th the law.
Freshley said he was "stunned" by
the action that took place at the July
meeting. He said 15 reasons were
presented to UMOSG not to comply
with the law.
"None of the reasons were worthy of
not compt; with statv Taw,"
Freshrey said.
• "The governor's office is taking
UMOSG for a ride" -- Craig Freshley,
student government president.
"In order to be consistent with our
stand we would not comply, and not
submit names," Labbe said.
Labbe said he has met with ,two of
Brennan's aides, Richard Davies and
David Redmond. Labbe said his last
meeting with Redmond was very
productive, but said UMOSG will
stand on its vote of non-compliance
until it hears from Brennan.
"We are not trying a power play."
Labbe said. "We admit having a
student on the board is very
glamorous, but you have to look
beyond the glamour, go beneath the
surface."
Craig Freshley, UMO student
government president, is one of the
two who voted for compliance with the
state law at the July meeting.
Freshley. said he believes, "The
governor's office is taking UMOSG for
a ride." He said since the state
legislature made the law, the
governor's office is in no position to
compromise. He said the governor can
offer a different legal interpretation,
but is still bound by the law.
"UMOSG is throwing away its
privilege to make recommendations to
the governor because he still will
appoint," Freshley said. "Rather
than appoint on the advice from
students, he will use his advisers.
UMOSG has a chance to have sonic
influence and they're throwing it
away."
Cheevers, Gov. Brennan's press
secretary, said a decision from the
governor's office should be coming
within the next few weeks.
;
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Student Government finance official resigns
by Suzanne Mitchell
Staff Writer
Donna Sotomayor. UMO student
government's vice president for
financial affairs, handed in her letter
of resignation Wednesday because the
demands of the job were interfering
with her career.
"The personal sacrifices were too
high," Sotomayor said in her letter of
resignation to Craig Freshley,
President of student government.
After a student government staff
meeting Wednesday afternoon, Fresh-
ley said of Sotomayor, "I found she'
was overworked. She was working 20
to 30 hours a week" and still not
getting everything done. Sotomayor is
a senior due to graduate in May. - - -
"The philosophy here has always
been that classes and academics come
first," said Freshley. "That was her
-
main reason for resigning. It is not
that she was unhappy with the
organization or the people."
Sotomayor was appointed vice
president for financial affairs last
February by Jeff Mills, last year's
President of student government in
compliance with the student govern-
ment's constitution. Early next week
Freshley will announce a replacement
for Sotomayor. That person will
become acting vice president for
financial affairs on Sept. 20. The
appointee will not have full title until
approved by the general student
senate in October, said Freshley.
"The position is a difficult one,"
said Freshley. "Donna did a fine job.
She had to deal with the tedious
bookkeeping and lots of responsibility
for a great wealth of money."
Sotomayor also had to attend 
student government staff meetings,
and general student meetings. She
was the chairperson of the Executive
Budgetary Committee (EBC), the
meetings of which often ran four to
five hours, said Freshley.
To alleviate the pressures of the
postion in the future, Freshley said the
vice president of financial affairs will
have two treasurers as assistants
instead of one. Also. the EBC
secretary will do clerical work in the
financial office. A computer pur-
chased last year will be put into use to
make bookkeeping easier, said Fresh-
ley.
An audit of the student govern-
ment's books is done every year
during mid or late September. At the
same time, the auditors also advise the
financial staff. The new staff members
comin in at audit time will be able to
take advantage of the auditor's
instructions to help them adjust and
make the -transition smoother, said
Freshley.
The Maine Campus
is looking for typists to train
as type- setters. These are
paid positions and work-
study funding is possible.
Please contact the editior at
/ 
581-1271.
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Get to the 4inswers faster.
With heTI-55-ll. -
What you need to tackle
the higher mathematics of a
science or engineering cur-
riculum are more functions -
more functions than a simple
slid -rule calculator has.
Enter the TI-55-11, with
112 powerful functions. You
can work faster and more
accurately with the TI-55-11,
because it's preprogrammed
C198 5 Texas laiiMintenf3
to pe orm complex calcula-
tions - like definite integrals,
line*regression and hyper-
boli s - at the touch of a
button. And it can also be
prdgrammed to do repetitive
prOlems without re-entering
dye entire formula.
Included is the Calculator
r4ecis ion-Making Sourcebook.
ft makes the process of using
the TI-55-11 even simpler,
and shows you how to use all
the power of the calculator.
Get to the answers faster.
Let a TI-55-11
show you how.
TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.
•
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Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduaie officer
commissioning program..You could start planning on a career like the
men in this ad haw. And also haw some mat advantage's' like:
• Earning $100 a month during the school year
• As a freshman or sophomore, you could complete yciur basic
training during two six-week summer
sessions and earn more than $1100
during each session
• Juniors earn more than $1900 dur-
ing one ten-week summer session
I II
IN You can take he civilian flying lessons
• You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps
undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off
making more than $17,000 a year
Want to move
quickly?
111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111 11111111H1111111111111111111111N111111111111111111IIMIIP111111111111111111111111111L
Maybe you can be one ofus.
The Few
The Proud
The Marines.
3
r -
See your Officer Selection Officer, Capt Flynn when he visits your campus, or call
him at (603) 668-0830.
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WANTED: Adven-
turous Companion
with no obligation.
Mil
NationaFSecurity
rtirr22
Squad Tactics
Experience the ex-
citement of adventure train-
ing courses in Army ROTC.
itere is .no ob_liga-
tion tO the Army as a fresh-
man or sophomore.
Add Army ROTC to
your college program and
you automatically add adven-
ture to your camp
 is life.
-
Call:
Cpt Paul D. Walker, Jr.
U3 ARMY
ROI"C ADMISSIONS OFFICER
Ungvcrsity Mune au Overso
581-1125
Oros°. Means 04469
ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN B
come in for a free college sureiral kit.
Instant $$$
at Union
by Patti B.-Fink
Staff Writer
1111 to $100 a day, or $300 a week, from
either savings or checking accounts.
The Instacard can cash payroll,
government and personal checks up to
$100 a day. And, according to the—
Instacard handout, third party checks
and money orders may be deposited
but not cashed.
The terminal may be used whenever
the pn.lon is open.
AbiVid M. Rand.. director of the
Memorial Union and Hauck Auditor-
ium, said he hopes people leaving the
Bears' Den at night Would not be so _
intoxicated that they would harm the
machine. He said, "The terminal
really ‘an't be broken into."
Instacard applications may be
picked up at the terminal across from
the Bears' Dgn.
28 Mill Street Orono, Maine 866-5515
Welcome back UMO students!
Make us your regular restaurant stop
Open 6:30 a.m.-midnight daily
Breakfast Lunch Dinner
Seven Days A Week
Delicious Fresh Food
Hearty Homemade Soups
Fresh Garden Salads
Deli-style Sandwiches
Creative Dinner Entrees
Fine Wine, Beer and Cocktails
AasterCard and VISA accepted
An Instacard terminal, owned by
Maine National Bank, has been
installed across from the Bears' Den in
the Memorial Union.
This terminal will allow students
and faculty to make deposits and
withdrawls, and cash checks during
longer banking hours at a convenient
location.
The Instacard terminal enables the
bank's clients to make withdrawls up
Police
Blotter
A UMO student was injured in
'cycle accident at 5:50 p.m.
ednesday on College Ave.
Sue Jones of 11 Pine St. was riding
est on College Ave., when the front
heel of her bicycle came off, causing
er to fall in front of Sigma Chi
raternity. She was transported to
astern Maine Medical Center.
Jones received minor cuts and
ratches and a bump on the head. No
erious injuries were reported.
At 8 a.m. Wednesday, a friend of
Jones's visiting her in the emergency
ward said she was "doing fine" and
that she should be out by Thursday. 
The United Baptist Church
Biblical-Practical-Relevant
welcomes you to our area and
invites you to worship God with us.
Our bus will give you a ride
to the services as listed:
PICK UP AT SUNDAY SCHOOL CHURCH
ork Kennebec 9:00 a.m. 10:00 -a.m.
Hancock 9:05 a.m. 10:05 a.m.
Cumberland 9:08 a.m. 1Q.:08 a.m.
Androscoggin 9:08 a.m. 10:08 a.m.
Somerset (Hilltop Area) 9:10 a.m. 10:10 a.m.
Early Worship Service 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.M.
Morning Service 10:45 a.m.
Evening Service 6:30 p.m.
827-2024
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get ahead, you've got to push
the right buttons.
An investment that will never
haunt you.
The HP-12C is a small invest-
ment that pays big dividends. Today,
with the grades you'll get and the time
you'll save. And later on, when you're
concerned with that all-important
bottom line. Simply put, the HP-12C
is the most powerful financial calcu-
lator made since man learned the
difference between profit and loss.
•
•
It knows how to pinch a penny.
The HP-12C has built-in func-
tions which know the business: the
business of dollars and cents. A unique
logik system gives you reliable answers
fast. It's dependable, powerful, and
best of all, the HP-12C will never
need a Christmas bonus. That's enough
to put a smile on the f4ce of the most
dernanding businessman.
So go ahead. Get ahead. Get there
with the HP-12C by HeWlett- Packard.
For the authorized HP dealer or
HP sales office nearest you, call TOLL-
FREE 800-547-3400 and ask for
operator #11 M-F, 6 a.m.-6p.m
Pacific Time.
Personal computers and calculators
for professionals on the move.
Ica HEWLETTPACKARD
Check your campus bookstore or any of the following dealers:
Bangor
Service Merchandise Co, Inc
45. Bangor Mall Blvd
(207) 947-1151
PG02331
Marine injured
in Lebanon
WASHINGTON D.C.(AP)--
The United States continues
demanding the Soviet Union to
give a full account of their atack
on a Korean commercial jetliner
last week. White House Deputy
Press Secretary Larry Speakes
said, "The case is in no way
closed" just because the Soviets
admitted shooting down the
plane.
\
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World/U.S. News
U.S. demand
continues
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)--One
U.S. marine stationed in Leb-
anon was slightly injured Wed-
nesday in the latest round of
fighting between Christian and
Druse militiamen near the Beirut
airport. After the injury, the
marines fired back at Moslem
militiamen who were shelling
their positions.
Attack justified
MADRID*Spain(AP)--Soviet
Foriegn Minister Andrei Gro-
myko said Wednesday his
country had a right to attack
Korean Air Lines flight 007. He
said the plane was on "special
duty" for the United States, and
accused the U.S., of slander in
charging the attack was a human
rights violation. Gromyko said
the U.S. has not explained just
what the jet was doing over
Soviet strategic facilities.
Help for
unemployed
WASHINGTON D.C. (AP)--The
government said it will offer
federal help to unemplyed people
who face little chance of ever
returning to their former jobs.
The Labor Department.pid it
will give state and local
governments nearly $27 million
to train so-called dislocated
workers. Ten million in federal
money has been allocated to job
retraining in the current fiscal
year.
Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If there's one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, busi-
ness-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments ;
BA-35, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions — the ones that Analyst Guidebook. Business
usually require a lot of time professors helped us write it,
and a stack of reference books, to help you get the most out
like present and future value of calculator and classroom.
C1981 TOMS Instruments
4
calculations, amortizations
and balloon payments.
The BA-35 means you
spend less time calculating,
and more time learning. One
keystroke takesthe place
of many.
The calculator is just part
of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
A powerful combination.
Think business. With
the BA-35 Student
Business Analyst.
TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.
-
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The Maine Campus welcomes volliriteer
writers, production workers and artists.
To volunteer, come to the Campus offices
in 107A Lord Hall
Public Worship Sunday 11 a.m.
Lown Room, Memorial Union
Supper and Forum 5 p.m.
The Wilson Center
The "A Frame", 67 College Ave.
(University meal tickets accepted)
Forum topic: "Friendships
14-,14,1 The Maine Christian Association
99
MASON HILL
HOT TUBS
778 State Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
945-5466
(At the corner of Hogan Rd.)
12 :0 0 -Midnight
7 days a week
For rest, relaxation and enjoyment rent a Solar Heated Hot
Tub in a private room accomodating up to six, complete with
shower and music of your choice.
1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Start the semester off with a $2.00
savings, with student I.D. One coupon per
group, on Regular Hourly Rentals. Expires
Sept. 16, 1983.
MASON HILL HOT TUBS -----1--
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - — - - . - - -  - - - - - —
Student Government is looking
to fill the following paid positions
Vice President for Financial Affairs
An extremely responsible position. Person will have
oversight of all Student Government finances. Applicant musthave accounting experience, be able to deal with general public,political or public relations experience helpful. Experience with
small computers also helpful. Salaried position.
Treasurer for Financial Affairs Office
To work as assistant to V.P. for Financial Affairs. Musthave accounting/bookkeeping experience. Experience w/small
computers helpful. Salaried position.
Secretary for Student Government Office
Good typing skills essential. Hours: weekdays 2:00-4:00.
Duties include typing, filing, receptionist, answering questions,
etc
Executive Budgetary Committee Secretary
Responsible for taking and publishing E.B.C._minutes. Also,
some Financial Affairs Office work, filing etc. Up to 9 hour a
week.
General Student Senate Secretary
Responsible for taking and publishing Senate minutes. Goodgrammatical skills and comp-1414
Must be available _ .*c.ry i uesaay-night. Uffito 5 5ours a.week.
Student Government Cabinet Secretary
Responsible for taking and publishing cabinet minutes.Good grammatical skills and command of political languagehelpful. Up to 3 hours a week.
Direct all enquiries and/or letters of application to:
Craig Freshley
President, Student Government
3rd Floor, Memorial Union
581-1775
All positions must be filled promptly.
Student Government is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Benjamin's
Offers...
Lunch—
BENJAMIN'S
11-2 Mon.-Fri.-5 minute service guaranteed or
-spendthrift
Ben picks up the tab.
Dinner
5-10 p.m. 7 days a week-Dining from $5.95.
Lounge
4:00-1:00-7 days a week The area's most popular meeting
sPol-ALWAYS ENTERTAINING.
- Attitude Readjustment
Be seen, be relaxed with the finest regulars in Maine-7 days
a week 4:00-8:00.
Entertainment
Maine's finest Bands showcased 7 nights a week starting at
9:30.
Special Drink Night
Sun., Mon., Tues. 60e Drafts-95C Heineken Drafts. Tues.,
Wed., Thurs. $1.50 Margarita's and Sombrero's. Tues.-
Singles nite.
Banquets
Accepting reservations for groups up to 60-Sun. thru
Thursday-call us.
Catering
We'll tailor the evening or afternoon to meet your specific
needs.
New Expanded Salad Bar
36 items including diet dressings for $4.25 included with all
of our 32 entre( s and nightly specials.
Calorie Counter Menu
Break the lunch and dinner menu down into weights, fats,
carbohydrates and calories.
Ben's 10K Footrace
Every October 3Ist-TAC registered course. Run for fun or
race with nationally seeded runners.
123 Franklin Street, Bangor
942-7492
107. Discount
Students Sun-Thurs
in Dining Room
all year with
student I.D.
INAMY
14AMAW
somen-Ly
FREE
FLOM
PARKING
LOT
BENJAMIN'S
NATURE WALK
INTEPSTATE 95, HAMMOND ST EXIT *46
SEPTEMBER
1: Scott Folsom Band
2-3: Carol and the Charmers
4-5: Kennebec Valley Boys
6-7: Blues Over Easy
8-10: Natural Boogie
11-12: One Last Swing
13-14: Dr. Hicklick's Cucumber Band
15-17: Giancola Band
18-19: Searsmont Street Band
20-22: Peter Gallaway Band
23-24: Jim Ferino Band
25-26: Street Three
27-29: Corella
30: Brother Jump
OCTOBER
1-2: Brother Jump
3-4: M.K.Ultra
5-6: Mr. Lucky
7-8: Last Round _
9-10: Soundtrac
11-12: New Remains
13-15: Rockaphiles
16-17: Glyder
18-19: Scott Folsom
20-22: Knaggs
23-24: Searsmont Street Band
25-27: Jim Ferino Band
28-29: Sally and the Sophisticates
30-31: One Last Swing
- - —
_
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On the Edge
DAVID WALKER
-
Paranoia
The most popular reactions in America, and
throughout much of the world, to last week's
downing of Korean Air Lines flight 007 are of
outrage, anger, hatred and vengeance aimed, of
course, at the Soviet Union.
These emotions were reflected in some letters to
the editor in Wednesday's Bangor Daily News. _
One letter, from Millinocket, spoke of the -"rude,
crude, narrow-minded Soviets" who "promote -
cheating, lying, stealing, killing and atheism as a way
of government."
One from Bangor said America better build its
"defenses up as rapidly as possible. What does it
matter if our national debt goes to double what it is
now, as long as our children and grandchildren don't
have to live as slaves under communist rule?"
A Gouldsboro woman can't believe we're taking
"so little action against the Russians this time... .It's
obvious now that they're paranoid lunatics and must
be stopped." She argues we must show "we won't
tolerate such lunatic behavior. Maybe if we can get
this message to the Soviet people they'll.. .do
something to fix their own country. It has obviously
gone mad."
And a man in Monroe suggests the U.S. should cut
"off the grain deal, all trade, all tourism, all cultural
contacts, all disarmament talks with the Soviet
Union," unless they accede to our demands for
apologies and restitution to the victims of the
tragedy."
One would like to think such heated, emotional
reactions came after careful consideration of all the
facts and of the Soviets' perspective of the situation
confronting them daily, causing fear of a jet over
their territories.
Because all the facts are still not known, perhaps
even in the Soviet Union, careful consideration of
them is not possible. Aucttwoo,-:- e, as good,
freedom-loving Americans, have cultivated nearly
inbred fear and distrust of the Communists—akin to
the Communists' fear of us—most of us would not
care to consider the Soviets' perspective of things.
What most Americans consider is that Soviets do all
that is wicked in the world and they must be made to
quit being what they are.
But the strictly negative, knee-jerk responses
America now gives when the Soviets do anything to
insult our sense of propriety serve only to increase the
hatreds between us.
Korean tragedy, one might elicit something, anything
that is positive from this disaster?
A thoughtful woman from Houlton also wrote to
the Bangor Daily News. She pointed out two, quite
legitimate reasons for Soviet "paranoia:" the many
millions of Russians killed in World Wars I and II
and the fact that the Soviet Union has been (and is)
surrounded by hostile nations.
She wrote, "Fear causes all sorts of misguided acts
in human beings and nations. Are we in the U.S.
trying to heighten Russia's fears or allay them? The -
recent rhetoric throughout America seems to indicate
the former.
The woman from Houlton, trying to bring some
understanding and common sense to a tense and
aggravating situation writes, "As the resumption of
the arms talks draws near, let's hope that the two
super powers on this planet can get together in a
spirit of humility instead of hostility, realizing that
our species, Homo sapiens, must learn to live
together or surely we'll die together." Indeed.
'3(0,„ A. Utt;,
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Legs crossed
Ah yes, back to Orono, where the
simple act of crossing one's legs in the
basement of Pat's is no small gesture. I
was with a friend from Portland who
on occasion was wont to cross his own
legs, too. Whether he was gay (he
wasn't) goes beyond this little revelry.
I, fresh from a summer in the great city
of Washington (where surly blacks in
drag pass by with nary a head turned)
sat in a stupor wondering the lesson to
be learned.
In Washington, one
knows quickly the lone-
liness of anonymity. My
thoughts drifted to
sweltering days and a walk
past hispanics, blacks,
drunks, women of every
persuation, persons pressed
in smart attire.
In the basement of Pat's I was,
pitcher of beer before me. My feet had
on them sandles and my legs knew only
shorts. To my left sat four natives at a
table, garbed on this hot summer day
in a uniform of jeans, and T-shirts
tight across their -chests. Their gaze, I
surmised, was a piercing one and their
wonderment great. Was this a fag they
had before their eyes?
I was calm despite their unsavory
mutterings. In fact, my expression
took on a smile. I thought, ah yes,
'here again the challenges take on a
different shade. In Washington, one
knows quickly the lonliness of
anonymity. 74-.-*Aritbies drifted to
sweltering days and a walk past
hispanics, blacks, drunks, women eif
every persuasion, persons pressed
stiffly in smart attire.
I, then in sandles and shorts, turned
heads no more or less than the crazed
woman directing traffic two blocks
back. I was one in sea of millions,
caught in a current of persons. And it
was to this that I grew accustomed.
First there was a humbling. Nobody
cared whether I ran screaming stark
naked or walked stiffly with hair
:slicked back. Soon, through a sublime
,process, I took heart in this fantastic
freedom to be, in attire and action,
Ianything I wanted to be. My character,I discovered, became blurry indefinition.
Is this, I thought, the start of
something big? This clinging to form I
once knew so well gave way to
something that allowed far greater
freedom.
But now I was in a different place
and the object of fascination,
reproach. My imagination, however,
had the freedom to be anywhere. And
so I was, there in Pat's, remembering a
message from a different place.
David Walker avoids psychedelic
drugs and is a fifth-year senior
majoring in journalism and phil-
osophy.
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Response
Search and seizure
To the editor:
The Caribbean Basin is the
soft under-belly of the United
States. If we allow further
extension of Russian insti-
gated communism in this area,
we shall be flooded with
millions of refugees, even
though the military threat is
minimal, thanks to President
Kennedy's naval blockade of
Cuba in the missile crisis.
President Monroe said we
regard any attempt by
European powers to extend
- their system to any portion of
- this hemisphere as dangerous
to our peace and safety. We
view any intervention for the
purpose of oppressing the free
and independent American
nations, or controlling in any
other manner their destiny, as
the manifestation of an
unfriendly disposition towards
the United States.
In 1906, when Germany sent
a battleship to Venezuela to
exact payment of a debt,
President Roosevelt advised
the German government that
if any attempt was made to
occupy Venezuelan territory,
he would dispatch the U.S.
Fleet.
Now hear this: the United
States must project immediate
police power throughout the
Basin, using our destroyers
and frigates. Critical areas,
such as Nicaragua, should be
blockaded and all military
arms should be considered
contraband, subject to seizure.
All American nations and
peoples should be free to work
out their own destiny without
the interference in their
internal affairs, even as the
- United Stater v.— A--
in accoruaim,
national law, the charter of the
United Nations, the charter of
the Organization of American
States and the U.S. tradition,
as ably expressed by Pres-
idents Teddy and Franklin
Roosevelt and Woodrow
Wilson.
Wake up, America!
Ken Tomkinson
Citizen
when writing
The Maine Cqmplis welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about-450 words. Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circum-
stances. The Marne Campus reserves tbs.--
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.
1-1r-
Ike.40.4..A146//4 V.
?Oft-
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Commentary
Let's talk about the gender gap. The gendergap is currently one of the best stunts theliberals have going for them, the loudly
proclaimed belief that President Reagan's policies
have alienated women, driving them to the
democrats. At the/ same time, the liberals loudly
tout the only solution to the so-called problem:
swing to the left, support ERA
and other such foolishness, pour
more money into the welfare
state and cut military spending.
A look at the numbers involved
in the gender gap shows
something a little different,
though. Currently, Reagan has
the support of 47 percent of
women, meaning theoretically
The gender gap?
47 percent of the male support. The Democrats
have a gender gap: they are almost 6 percent
behind the Republicans when it comes to the
support of the male population.
Why hasn't this male gender gap of the
Democrats been widely publicized? Because it
would not help the liberal establishment to con
David Gr
the right something very important: don't
compromise for votes. It was his conservatism
that elected President Reagan in 1980 and it will be
the same philosophy plus results that will elect
President Reagan again in 1984.
I recall a cartoon done during the 1980
campaign season. Then-President Carter is on the
Why hasn't this male gender gap of the Democrats been widely
publicized? Because it would not help the liberal establishment to
con gullible Republicans into supporting liberal policies. The
gender gap doesn't really exist, but as long as the left can convince
anyone on the right that it does, the right might swing to the leit,
some in order to gam votes.
last member of the audience
Democrats. At the same time, the liberals loudly
that the Democrats control the lion's share, 53
President Reagan has now has not dropped since
the 1980 election. In other words, those women
who knew Reagan was the right choice in 1980
know that Reagan is the right choice in 1984.
But while we are in the mood for examining
gender gaps, let's look at the one the Democrats
have. Over 53 percent of males support President
Reagan, meaning that the Democrats have barely
Republicans into supporting liberal policies. The
gender gap doesn't really exist, but as long as the
left can convince anyone on the right that it does,
the right might swing to the left, some in order to
gain vote. Thankfully the Reagan Administration,
despite some criticism from the inside, has chosen
to "sty the course." The recent elections in West
Germany and the overwhelming victory of Maggie
Thatcher's conservatives in England should tell
President Reagan again in 1984.
I recall a cartoon done during
the 1980 campaign season. Then-
President Carter is on the
podium, and he says, "Reagan
will divide this country from top
to bottom: rich from poor, black
from white, Jew from Christian,
woman from man," and as the
hastily exits the hall, Carter concludes, "Reagan
will divide the smart from the stupid." President
Reagan has not divided any of thod)se first
catagories, but he was elected because he
separated the smart from the stupid. The gender
gap ploy is meant to con President Reagan into
compromising the smart with the stupid once
again, but it has not worked yet, and hopefully
never will
_10
Circuit
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Crucuial limitations on nuclear arms
It is ironic but true: the Soviet Union and the
United States agree on curbing the spread of
nuclear arms, but here at home Republicans and
Democrats are split on the subject.
Today, five countries are known to have atomic
and hydrogen bombs—the United States, the
Soviet Union, Britain, France and China. In
Commentary
Roosevelt Center
addition, India, Israel and South Africa are
thought to have the interest and ability to make
atomic weapons. Pakistan is not far behind. And,
by the end of the decade, Argentina and Brazil
could join these ranks. Israel may already have
more weapons than the United States had in the
years immediately following World War II. India
could if it wanted to.. -
Limitint the further devitopm'enr of nuefeaf
aresenals in these countries is crucial. If there ever
were a nuclear exchange between the superpowers,
there is a strong chance that the event that
triggered it would be the use of a nuclear weapon
by a lesser power in a local conflict.
Historically, the United States, bolstered by
bipartisan support at home, has been the leader in
the non-proliferation effort. The United States
initiated Atoms for Peace; established the
International Atomic Energy Agency which
monitors peaceful nuclear plants to ensure they
stay peaceful; developed the 1968 Non-
Proliferation Treaty under which 115 nations have
renounced nuclear arms and allowed IAEA
inspections of all their nuclear activities; and
developed 1978 nuclear supplier guidelines
designed to, limit the export of sensitive nuclear
equipment.
The Soviets have worked closely with us on this
issue over the years. Their support was crucial in
developing the 1968 Non-Proliferation Treaty.
And it was a Soviet satellite tht caught South
Africa preparing a nuclear test site in 1977. When
the Soviets told us, we were able to apply enough
pressure to get the site shut down.
One reason there may have been some success in
limiting proliferation is that nonproliferation
measures have been a prominent part of American
foreign policy. Presidents Ford and Carter both
acted vigorously against -proliferation.
Six Democratic House members and three
lififolAknocrAtif -,14004tio I . c•—•. yiGe
Presient Waltrr" MOnaalt, Sen. Gary Hart of
Colorade and Sen. Alan Cranston of
California—recently charged the Reagan
Administration with downgrading proliferation in
U.S: foreign policy and relaxing previous tough
standards for exports and use of certain nuclear
materials.
Administration officials counter that they are
trying to achieve the same goals as their
democratic critics, but that new methods are
needed. They say the confrontational, direct
approach of the recent past soured relations
Plain Campus
Communiqu
Thursday, Sept. 8 (cont. from page 1)
12;10 p.m. Noon Prayer. Sponsored by MCA.
Drummond Chapel, Union.
4 p.m. Planetarium. "This is the UMO Planetarium."
137 Bennett Hall.
6:30 p.m. Tryouts for Maine Masque Theatre's Mary—
Stuart. Green Room, Union.
7 p.m. Peer Sexuality Programiriformational Meeting.'
North Lown Room, Union.
7 p.m. Placement Registration Night. For seniors and
graduate students in the College of Engineering and
Science. 101 E/M.
Friday, Sept. 9
8 a.m-8 p.m. Art Print Sale. FFA Room, Union.
9 a.m. Jewish High Holy Day Services for Rosh
Hashanah. Temple Israel, Old Town. For
transportation, contact UMO Hillel directors Lianne
Harris, 866-2456 or Avis Smith, 581-3746.
10 a.m & 3 p.m. Student Employment Information
Session. Office of Career Planning and Placement,
Wingate Hall.
1 3:10 p.m. Migratory Fish Research Institute Seminar.
Dr. Joseph Levine, Boston College: "Visual
Communication in Aquatic Animals (Do You See What
I See?)" 102 Murray Hall.
3:30 p.m. Reception for Faculty and Staff. Damn
Yankee, Union. President Silverman will speak at 4:30
in Hauck Auditorium, Union.
6 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. SEA Movie. "Frances." Hauck
Auditorium, Union.
6:30 p.m. Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship Meeting.
Damn Yankee, Union.
8:30 p.m. . Planetarium. "Astronomy Today:
Moonrock Metiorites." Wingate Hall.
Sunday, Sept. 11
11 a.m. MCA Public Workshop. Lown Room, Union.
9:30 a.m. & 6:15 p.m. Masses. Newman Center, Col-
lege Ave., Orono.
5 p.m. MCA Sunday Forum & Supper. Wilson
Protestant Student Center, College Ave., Orono.
1
between the United States and other nuclear
suppliers. They want to substitute "quiet
diplomacy" and conciliation for confrontation.
They say going along with our allies on certain
issues is essential to getting their cooperation in
other, more important proliferation matters.
Yet the Administration may be giving mixed
signals on the subject. While trying to stop the
most proliferation-prone countries from building
reprocessing plants—plants that extract nuclear
bomb material from used reactor fuel—the
Administration has ended U.S. objections to such
activities in Japan and Western Europe. And on
June 30, 1983, Secretary of State George Shultz
announced the United States will sell India spare
reactor parts, an action that is currently illegal
because India is-rtrmored to be preparing a second
nuclear test. The sale will probably mean waiving
parts of this law.
On the other hand, President Reagan used the
occasion of the Williamsburg economic summit to
launch a major antiproliferation initiative. He
can point to the success of a series of secret
meetings where suppliers agreed to limit the sales
of component parts for the most sensitive nuclear
facilities. And Administration officials say that
rtitt' tlican
aid, Pakistan, the country closest to proliferation,
has not yet tested a bomb.
For the president to be taken seriously on the
subject of nonproliferation, he must not undercut
his initiatives with public displays for lenience. If
quiet diplomacy is the method the Administration
chooses, its goal must be absolutely clear: an end
to the spread of nuclear arms.
This commentary was prepared by Leonard S.
Spector and Tina Rosenberg of the Roosevelt
Center in Washington, D.C.
by Scott Blau fuss
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Leaves floating gently down the Stillwater River on hot September day. (File
 
 row)
Murphy's
Steakhouse
Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer
Full or Part-time
HELP WANTED
WAITERS
WAITRESSES
KITCHEN HELP
1 COOKS
BARTENDERS
Apply Mon.-Fri. 1
1 10:00am-0:00pm ,.....i4>C"-.07.00.-/-"Zercircosl-.0--0*-/Zes—decorc000,00000"
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Stop By
WE HAVE
Top Room OW fashioned
with Soda Fountain
LARGE SCREEN N
BEER MIXED DRINKS
WINE
FREE POPCORN
full course
meals
I
11
Sub_Sanwiches
COMPARE OUR PRICES!
- • •- ••••.-
-a../.., .r.11.4, J. •
ujjer CM*/ nfs
• Acr -
Delivery Menu
PAT'S PIZZA Individual
866-2111 or 2112
ltdr.
Plain 
 
  $2.00
Onion •••••.-- • • • • • • • 2.30
pepperoni 
 
 230
Mushroom 
 230
Salami 
 230
Anchovy 
 2.50
Bacon 
 
 
230
Canadian Bacon ... ,•  2.50
Hamburg 
  230
v./
Hamburg and Onion 
 2.80
-Ham  
 • .-41. % .J1 --• IL • 1-a- •   2.50
Pepperoni and Mushroom 
 
 
 3.00
Salami and Mushroom 
 
3.00
Combination 
  3.00
Double Cheese 
 
 
2.50
Green Pepper and Onion 
 2.60
Green Pepper  -
. 
J.,••• • • 2.30
}kW Sausage  
 
2.50
Kielbasa Sausage 
 2.50
Hot Dog 
 
 2.50
Black Olive  
 
 230
If you like Thick Crust Order our
DOUBLE DOUGH 
 
2.30
Hawaiian 
 2.80
Everything 
 5.00
Lasagne - our own recipe 1 
 
3.00
Free Delivery
5 P.M. to 12 P.M.
Quantity Discounts
4 - 9 Pizzas , 
 
 Deduct 25t each
10 or more 
 Deduct 50t each
Prices subject to change without notice
Visit our other locations
Yarmouth Rt. 1 & Augusta Capitol St.
-T 1
.4(
__
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Sports
Hockey team accepted into new league
by Rich Garven -
Staff writer
Starting with the 1984-85 season,
the UMO hockey team will be playing
in a league termed the "Super Eight"
along with the other five ECAC
Division 1 East schools, Clarkson and
St. Lawrence.
The new league was formed because
of rumors the Ivy League schools
were considering dropping out of the
ECAC and forming their own league
after next season. They have invited
Colgate, Vermont, RPI and Army to
join them.
Maine coach Jack Semler said he
was very nervous about whether UMO
would be admitted to the league by the
five charter members. He said Maine
would have had no where to turn if it
hadn'tbegn,admitted.
-- 'Ve" ''5114-nc cm; - _-
started the league-Boston College's
Bill Flynn. Boston University's John
Simpson, New Hampshire's Andy
Mooradian, Northeastern' s Joe Zabilski
and Providence's Lou Lamoriello- voted
unanimously to admit Maine into the
league.
Semler was nervous because
Maine's poor showing over the last
two years (12-46) and its geographical
location relative to the other schools
would seem to make it the odd-man-
out. The four schools under
4-
The Hockey Team must come
League. (Ferazzi photo)
together if they are to succeed in the new Super 8
out to Maine because UMO's other
major programs are Division I. The
possibility for expansion in the future
does exist though.
UMO Sports Director, Drew Finnie,
said all eight teams will make the
playoffs with the top four teams
playing host to the bottom four. The
way each series will be played has not
been decided yet. Finnic said the
playoffs will be held at the Boston
Garden, Worcester Centrum or the
Providence Civic Center.
10EING: Rick Bowles, the Bears'
sixth leading scorer last season, left
school to take a job running a sporting
goods store in Stettler, Alberta.
Bowles was married over the
summer... Ray Roy, the Bears'
promising young goaltender will be  
ineligible to play for the team until
January...A graduate assistant should
be hired .by the end of the month to
help take some of the coaching bufden
off of Semler and assistant coach Gary
Wright...10 recruits and two transfers
from the University of New Haven
should make for competitive tryouts.
New Haven discontinued its hockey
program this year, so should either
player make the team he would be
eligible to play immediately...De-
fenseman Roger Grillo was picked by
consideration were Maine, Clarkson, Division 1 this year after playing its the Vancouver Canucks during the
St. Lawrence and Lowell. way to the best Division II record in the National Hockey League's draft earlier
Lowwell, which is moving up to country over the past four years, lost this summer.
Orono House of Pizza
-PIZZA*
TOM. & CHEESE
ON I ON
PEPPER
PEPPER & ONION
PEPPE RON I
MUSHROOM
SAUSAGE
MEATBALL
OLIVES
BACON
ANCHOVIES
SALAMI
HAM
VEGETARIAN
TWO WAY
THREE WAY
HOUSE SPECIAL
 
 LG
2,50 4.75
3.00 5,00
3.00 5.00
3.25 5.50
3.25 5.75
3.25 5.75
5.25 5.75
5.25 5.75
3.25 5.75
3.25 5.75
3,50 5.75
3.25 5.75
3,25 5.75
4.00 6.00
5.75 6,00
4.00 6.30
4.75 7,50
University Mall, Stillwater Avenue
827-5421
'tilreSTDERS*
M LG 
WATBALL 2.25 2.65
SAUSAGE 2.25 2,65
SALAMI 2.25 2.65
ITALIAN 2.30 2,75
HAM 2.30 2,75
GENOA SALAMI 2,50 2.85
TURKEY BREAST 2.50 2,85
PASTRAMI 2.55 2.95
ROAST BEEF 2.65 3.00
B LT 2.00 2.50
VEAL 2,35 2.75
EGG PLANT 2.35 2.75
CH. STEAK 2.45 2.75
PEPPER STEAK 2,55 2.85
ONION STEAK 2,55 2.85
MUSHROOM STEAK 2.65 3.00
STEAK BOMB 3.00 3.50
3:00-5:00 Happy Hour
50(1 BEERS every day
•
•
PASTA*
SPAGHETTI
SPAGHETTI
SPAGHETT I
SPAGHETTI
SPAGHETT I
SPAGHEIV1
SPAGHETTI
SAUCE
8. MEATBALL
& SAUSAGE
kil4Kre!'.
&VEAL
LW PLMT
COMINATIcrN
VEAL PARMESIAN
g*GG. PLANT PARMESIAN
Soft Drinks
2,/b
3.50
3,50
3.75
3,50
3,50
4.25
4.25
4.25
PEPSI
DIET PEPSI
ORANGE
DR. PEPPER
MOLNTAIN Ce4
DIFFERENT KINDS OF DRAFT BEER
BUD MICH MICH LITE
. MILLER MILLER LITE
*All dinners served with tossed
salad and garlic bread
$1.00 Deliveries on Campus
Big Screen TV
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rCommentary
With less than 30 games remainingin
the Major League Baseball season, tile
National League Eastern Division has
shaped into the most exciting pennant
race in recent memory.
As of Wednesday, the talent-laden
Montreal Expos and ever-explosive
Pittsburgh Pirates were deadlocked in y,
first place. Close behind them are the
defending World Champion St. Louis
Cardinals and the veteran Philadelphia
Phillies. They are both only one-half
game out of the top spot. The Chicago
Cubs, eight games back, and, the
improving New York Mets, 12 games
out, appear out of the race.
Figure out the Expos. Despite an
awesome display of power hitting,
,peed and pitching, they still haven't
advanced to post-season play. Steve
Rogers. one of the best pitchers in the
'ague, along with Steve Carlton,
Mario Soto and Nolan Ryan, leads the
xpos staff and the league with 16
.ictories. He also has 12 complete
games, has worked 233 innings, has
thrown five shutouts, and has a 3.01
earned run average.
Backing him up are Bill Gullickson,
rth 14 anru-
la wins—Jeff Reardon has 20 saves
second in the league, out of the
bullpen. On the field, Andre Dawson
is probably the best player in the
National League. His totals so far
this season read 28 home runs, 99 runs
batted in, and a .318 batting average.
Supporting him are Tim Raines. 105
runs, 149 hits and 66 stolen bases, Al
-Oliver, .302 average, 159 hits and Gary
Carter with 30 doubles. Montreal is a
reat team on paper, but as they will!
find out: pennants aren't won on
paper.
The Pittsburgh Pirates are the
sleeper of the division because they
are so quiet for lengthy periods, but
then suddenly explode. The trouble is.
N% ill they be able to explode down the
stretch? If so, they are the team to
beat.
Pirates' third baseman Bill Madlock
team, and the league, with a
,).t2 batting average 7 Second
baseman Johnny Ray has 30 doubles
and the Pirates have the X factor, that
.ing the potential for a player such as
ave Parker to get hot and carry the
..nrr, down the stretch.
The job he is capable
doing under pressure, especially in his
free agent year, could make winners of
Ihr! Bucs. The pitching staff is enough
to win. Larry McWilliams and John
Candelaria each have 13 victories and
Kent Tekulve has 18 saves.
The Pirates will probably come up
short as it is doubtful they can explode
at the right time. It takes pitching and
defense to win the Series. A good
pitcher can usually tame a great hitter.
The Philadelphia Phillies have to be
the sentimental favorites to capture
the East crown. With "oldies" Pete
Rose, Joe Morgan and Tony Perez
hanging around for only a short time
more, it would be nice for them to
leave as winners. They shouldn't
make it though. Aside from Steve
Carlton, 12 wins, 2.99 earned run
average, and John Denny 13 wins,
1,*ERA, the Phillies mound depth is
suspect.
Mike Schmidt leads the offense, as
usual, with 33 home runs and 94 rbis
and 109 walks, but after him things
thin out.
The Phillies don't have the
horses tO pull it ottt: Sorry Pete Rose.
That leaves the St. 1,..ouis Cardinals
to win the division. The Cardinals are
the logical choice because they have 
•
•
Baseball Scene National League East
played so poi), ly and still remain near
the top. The) are experienced under
fire, (last year's World Series was a
great lesson) and have what it takes to
win a pennant- speed. defense and
pitching.
So far the pitching has sbeen
terrible, but lately, led by Joaquin
Andujar, they have shown signs of
shapping out of it. Bruce Sutter, the
master of the split fingered forkball,
leads the bullpen.
The offense is potent without being
powerful. Lonnie Smith has 35 stolen
bases despite missing a month of the
season, and Willie McGee has swiped
Paul Cook
34. Smith also is batting .315 while
George Hendrick is ar .321 with 81
runs batted in. Ozzie Smith, the
Wizard, shores up a strong defense.
St. Louis has the tools to do it. If the
pitching continues on the upward
swing, it could be cheers again in the
city of beers.
DATE
Sept. 7-9 (Thur-Fri)
TIME
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
PLACE
Memorial Union
FFA Room
PRICES
MOST LARGE PRINTS
$ 3.50 each or 3 for $ 9.00
MOST SMALL PRINTS
$ 2.00 each or 3 for $ 5.00
VAC \„S
EXHIBITION
AND SALE of
FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS
NEW THIS YEAR:
• CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHS
• POST CARDS
• EXHIBITION POSTERS
• RARE PRINTS
411% FEATURING: Old Masters,
Impressionism, Surrealism,
Van Gogh, Picasso, Escher,
19th - 20th Century American,
E. S. Curtis, Norman Rockwell,
Oriental Art and Museum
Posters from the Metropolitan,
Walker, Guggenheim, National
Gallery and more.
OVER 200
DIFFERENT IMAGES
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Veteran Cross Country Squad Opens Season Saturday
by Chuck Morris
Staff writer
"We have a lot of veterans
returning who are in good
shape," cross country coach Jim
Ballinger said.
Eight of the top ten runners
from last year's champion-ship
team are returning. Only
graduate student Gerry Clapper
and Jim Kelly are gone.
Leading the harriers this year
are tri-captians Glendon Rand,
Steve Ridley, and Sheril
Sprague. Rand, an Orrington
native, is back after a semester
break last spring. Solon resident
Ridley is the school record holder
in the indoor 1,500-meters with a
time of 3:57.5, and Sprague
SKI
SUGARLOAF
ALL WINTER LONG
$165°° prior to Oct. 1,
s185°° Oct. 1 to Oct. 31.
Athletic Ticket Office Memorial Gym 8-4:30
r. 252_5
ALL SPORTS PASSES
Students who have purchased
all sports passes may pick them
up in the Memorial Union
Lobby MONDAY-FRIDAY
SEPTEMBER 12-16, 9am-6pm
5-25252S2_529_9_525252R5252_52_525-25 25-25158 5-25-252525-25252_573-2525-25-61525?5-2525 szs-299s81
AIRBORNE ALL THE WAYI
Responsibility now! Over a drop zone,
with troops on alert for every command
—it's the airborne platoon leader and
jumpmaster who calls the shots. "Stand
in the door!". . "Go!" Dozens of ready
-for-anything paratroops leap into space.
As an airborne officer, YOU can he the
one who leads them.
In the Army's airborne, leadership is a
way of life. An airborne officer must
have plenty of physical stamina, mental
toughness and an accumulation of man-
agement skills, along with leadership
experience. Army ROTC offers the kind
of training that qualifies you for the
airborne's kind of responsibility-: -
If the challenge of the Army's Air-
borne Corps interests you, see the
Professor of Military Science oil your
campus. The addition of Army ROTC
gives any college major a special jump on
leadership experience—reinforcement
for your future career—military or
civilian.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE,
ARMY ROTC
Cpt Paul D. Walker, Jr.
U.S ARMY (207) 1814112
ROTC ADMISSIONS OFFICER Orono. Maine 0440
no.”1,11, •
holds the university steeplechase
record time of 9:17.5.
Both Ridley and Rand feel the
team can finish in the top five in
the New England Championships
in November.
The three captains will not be
the only Bear harriers donning
the blue and white running in the
lead pack. Seniors Peter
Bottomley and John Fiola may
also take the number one
position on the team if the others
have a slight letdown.
The other three runners who
probably will round out the
varsity squad are John Mills, •
Ken Letourneau, and Allen
Pierce. Pierce has run two fine
races over the summer and he
looks very promising.
Other runners who might
break up the routine finish are
upperclassmen John Condon,
Gary Dawson, Steve Dunlap,
Glen Holyoke, and John Rum-
mler.
Leading the "promising fresh-
-- - • :- 0,1
vA, CiS -
Dedham, Mass. and Brian
Warren of Gardiner. ° •
Ballinger_ doesn't know how
the team will do Saturday against
New England powers the Univer-
sity of Connecticut and Boston
College.
"I do not know how the team
will fare because we have not
had any of time trial to see how
far everyone has progressed."
Logue, however, put his
feelings on the line. "This could
be our best team ever."
That could be. Of the top eight
runners, six are seniors and have
plenty of experience, (Rand and
LeTourneau still have one more
year of eligibility).
One reason for Logue's confi-
dence is the summer program he
put his athletes on. The program
was based on three one week
intervals. The first week was
heavy mileage followed by a low
mileage week and an intermedi-
ate.
Logue said this program was
"to insure strength by long
distance and follow it up with
rest. This rest will prevent
staleness, breakdown and fa-
The 14111 varsity
wrestling team will
hold its first team
meeting on Tuesday,
Sept. 13, at 7 p.m. in
the wrestling room
of the Memorial
Gwyn. Anyone
interested should
attend •
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Welcome Welcome Welcome
To •To To
Orono Savings...
3
t.. t.L.1 co to c'a se
mis lits
aa c
@thilt6Otatioia
OIGIOSIGIGOGO \Bindle&
tzuout.tawst 000*
1. SHARP CE125 097
PRINTER CASSETTE 4‘./
CE126EFC Integrated printer/microcassette
recorder for Sharp PC1250. Ultra-compact
unit provides reliable data storage and 24
digit thermal hardcopy
SHARP PC1250
COMPUTER
PC1250-EFC Advanced pocket computer has
built-in BASIC. 24K ROM, 24 character dis-
play_
5. BROTHER EP20
ELECTRONIC PRINTER
8362BT 94Reg. $167.72 149 
Calculation ability 16-digit dis-
play. Auto paper feed.
6. SMITH-CORONA' MEMORY
CORRECTT° TYPEWRITER
2799631005CM
Interchangeable daisy printer
wheel.
8983
Cc c-rn'e VIC:20
0 I La n nnnnnn E1P
gm ca Y 404."•••••4 -10 .40 ariaSOB El CI 0 0 MI 0 CI  121 e
wpm VEI FRI FE2 irl.111,121 M4,12"1221
sE AM 0 El 0 0 CI CI MI CI MI II BO
alnWgrignirCIPCIPZIPlirliaPAIIIT
ea a is Is is • ii.•4
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CI GI CZ CI 0 OM
0 00000a0006111011EMB
0CIRJE111211312 0 0 0 0
69HOME COMPUTER3. COMMODORE VIC-20 97
VIC20-CRX Reg. $99.84
5K RAM with 4 programmable function keys.
16 color graphics and 5 octave sound.
4. COMMODORE 64
HOME COMPUTER 19782
C64CRX 64K RAM with built-in BASIC, 9 oc-
tave music synthesizer, upper/lowercase key-
board, and more!
7. ROYAL ACADEMY
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER
018719RY 83Reg. $184.97 169 
Preset tabulation. Pica. Correc-
tion key with Err-Out ribbon
8. ROYAL PRINT/DISPLAY
DESK CALCULATOR
018474RY 94Reg. $59.82 49
10-digit display. Non-print
switeh.
SERVICE
MERCHANDISE
9. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 5000
PRINT/DISPLAY
CALCULATOR 971028RTX 27 
Lightweight and portable.
10. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TI-55-2 CALCULATOR
94
552RTX
Reg. $34.82 29
23.92
G.E. SPACESAVER
DIGITAL CLOCK
RADIO
74625EGL
AVANTI 1.6 CU. FT.
REFRIGERATOR
17AGR Reg. $109.97
Storage in door. Two
ice trays
6-CUP HOT POTru
3253WB Reg. 814.82
36 oz Five heat settings.
109‘119110400,0043010: 11.%
8.82
WESTCLOX LED
ALARM CLOCK
22648CX Reg. $10.97
24-hr. memory alarm with
drowse feature.
19.84
LOCKER
511010-LWR Reg. $24.84
Vinyl covering. Brassplated
hardware.
SHARP SCIENTIFIC
WALLET CALCULATOR
506EFC Reg. $18.97
8.87
SOLAR RULER CALCULATOR
018246RY Reg. $9.97
Inches. metrics. 8-digit LCD display.
Sale Prices Good Thru Sept. 30th:
BANGOR , _
---- 45 Bangor Mall Boulevard Monday through Saturday 10a.m. to 9p.m.
-&-• (Adjacent to Bangor Mall) CLOSED SUNDAY
Phone (207) 947-.15 I
For The Location Of The Showroom Nearest You, Call Toll Free 1-800-SMC•INFO
PRESQUE ISLE
435 main Street
Presque Isle, ME
Phone (207) 764-3146
Copyright by Service Merchandise Co., Inc., 1983 N570
[MM.
VISA
Monday through Saturday 9:30a.m. to 9p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAY
15
-
i!!
•••••-•
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Injuries strike women harriers
by Chuck Morris
Staff writer
The women's cross-country team is
down at the moment but, they are
definately not out. Injuries have
plagued the women hill-and-dalers
already this season. Number two
runner, Rose Prest, has a stress
fracture and will not be able to race for
about a month. Two other varsity
runners from 1982, sophomores Sonja
McLaughlin and Beth Heslam, are
now recovering from slight injuries
from the summer.
Senior captain Sue Elias, however,
said McLaughlin looks very strong this
year and she seems fully recovered.
Head coach Jim Ballinger said,"I
dont' t know how bad they injured
since we have not had a team meeting
yet.
With Prest away from the running
trails, Elias will take over the reigns.
Elias was injured during last years fall
season and was not able to compete
again until this summer. This summer
she set a course record of 38.03 at the
Grand Willey 6.2 mile road race. Elias
seems more ready than ever to help
defend the teams state championship
crown. Elias will be joined by another
harrier who missed most of the 1982
fall season with an injury. Junior
Tammy Perkins is healthy after a long
bout with setbacks.
Other varsity letter winners return-
ing for the Black Bears are junior
Jenny Cunningham, sophomore Kern,
Darcey, and Linda Emerson.
Elias' words, "We have a lot of new
talent," are an understatement.
Leading the newcomers is senior Ann
England. England was a captian of the
field hockey team last year, but after
she had a successful indoor track
In most jobs, at 22
you're near the bottom
of the ladder.
Ip the Navy, at
22 you can be a leader.
After just 16 weeks
of leadersti$Training,
you're an officer. You'll
have the kind of job
your education and training prepared
you for, and the decision-making au-
thority you need to make the most of it.
As a colleg&graduate and officer
candidate, your Navy training is geared
to making you a leader. There is m, boot
camp. Instead, you receive professional
training to help you build the technical
and management skills you'll need as a, new challenges, new tests of your skills,
Navy officer.
campaign where she set a school
record in the 1,000 meters she made a
long and difficult decision to try
running full time.
"It was a very tough decision for me
to make this summer," she said.
Other first time participants who
Ballinger feels can help the team are
Ann Hale, Teresa Lewis and Cindy
Carey.
For the second straight year
assistant coach O.J. Logue has, the
women, as well as the men,Von a
tri-weekly lifting program. The teams
"work out with Nautilus to-help their
upper body strength.
Logue said, "Last year when We
started this idea (Nautilus) the team
attitude wai`you got to be crazy'. but
now everybody is behind it."
All Men
interested In
Playing Tennis
Check with
Coach Brud
Folger-in
Memorial Gym.
• 
et*, 4c. •
care of sophisticated
equipment worth
millions of dollars.
It's a bigger chal-
lenge and a lot more
responsibility than
most corporations give
you at 22. The rewards
are bigger, too. There's
a comprehensive package of benefits,
including special duty pay. The starting
salary is $17,000—more than most com-
panies would pay you right out of college.
After four years, with regular promo-
.t;ons.and pay increases, your salary will
have increased to as much as $31,000..
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
INFORMATION CENTER
designed to instill P.O Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
This training is r NAVY OPPORTUNITY
confidence by first-
hand experience. You
letrn by doing. On
your first sea tour,
you're responsible for
managing the work of
up to 30 men and the
 -1 and new opportunities
W 
"' to athrince your edu-
I cation, including the
at'D. I'm ready to take charge Ibll me more about I_ possibility of tendingthe Navy's officer programs
Name
Address Apt * 
City State 
Age_ tCollegei University 
*Year in College  OCIPA--
iiMajor/Minor
Phone Number
I Area Code Bast Time to Call
This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to fur-
nish any of the information requested Of course, the more we
know. tFie more we can help to determine the kind. of Navy posi-
L tiona whIrh vott qualify
T' _graduate school while
Print you're in the Navy.First Please 1 _ Last
Don't just take aZIP_
job. Become a Navy
I officer, and take charge.
Even at 22.
Navy Officers
Get Responsibility Fast.
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